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Abstract:

This contribution asks how we can situate literature’s participation in the artistic research field: is there an advantage to its ‘belatedness’? My thoughts go into three directions: institutional affordances; Marcel Duchamp’s effects; and the notion of minor literatures. I refer to Aby Warburg, James Joyce, Marcel Duchamp, Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, Dora García, Brian O’Doherty, and others. For literature, I see the artistic research debate as an opportunity to work in and with the ‘minor’: a call for solidarity among those in the margins. Through its ‘belatedness,’ literature can avoid normative elements of the artistic research debate and graduate to describing and valuing the diversity that is being created, recouping the ‘artness’ of this work—and acting on a systemic level.

Where does artistic research in or through literature already exist, and how can it be shown why and on what terms literature may now join the debate? I contend that considering these questions via Gilles Deleuze’s and Félix Guattari’s concept of minor literature provides a particularly rich approach to a multi-layered phenomenon. The examples advanced here in the argument reflect my experience in the field(s) and do not claim exclusivity. In fact, it is, in my view, clearly an enrichment that the authors of this volume present a great diversity of vantage points and approaches to our common theme.

Institutions

The disciplinary formation of the Humanities in the 19th century has been effected through educational programmes being set up and the formerly (more) universal scholars newly seeing themselves as representing one field that they studied and for which they subsequently established journals, associations and conferences.1 Obviously, the promise of efficacy (shorter study times) already played a role. It can be assumed that these mechanisms continue to

---

work in the case of artistic research. Tom Holert has shown convincingly that academia courts artists—and that artists have their interests in approaching the university. While the affordances of each space vary, there is at least one constant that can be described as follows: far away fields are green—or the realms or force fields of art and research are now acknowledged to be more thoroughly intertwined than was the understanding when modernity and progress reigned. With closer proximity, players from both sides have had the chance of testing institutional possibilities to the extent that alternative academic institutionalising through artists has taken root. An early example of this was the Free International University for Interdisciplinary Research (FIU), founded by Joseph Beuys and Heinrich Böll in 1974. This loose network of artists and researchers still exists and has sparked great interest on the part of visual artists, and one can observe a trend towards establishing alternative educational entities. Such initiatives have fed into the imagination of the visual art field more than that of literature.

Literature Departments seem to have catered for creative writers better than Art History Departments for artists. The need for creative writers to take matters in their hands has thus been less pronounced than with artists. As reasons, I can imagine the differently situated battles: rather than trench warfare between (older art) historians and theoreticians—which led many theoreticians to desert art history departments, setting up those of Visual Culture, Curatorial Studies, or Cultural Analysis and seeking the proximity of their more theoretically active colleagues from literary studies—, academics in Literature departments had to contend with the often more positivist mind-set of their linguistics colleagues. All the while, the historical (or other extra-literary) research that creative writers continued to pursue could still appear as a related enterprise, as History Departments—where theoretically oriented—even moved into closer proximity.

---

proximity to literature in the wake of such positions as Hayden White’s, where all history-writing came to be seen as story-writing, subject to “emplotment.”

Creative writers in Europe, when not self-taught, are often literary scholars and, therefore, understand these scholars. Even more: while they broadly differentiate theoretical and creative modes, they teach students that different genres of texts can live (peacefully) alongside one another—and they can in their work embody that range. They are (and have for a long time been) both artists and researchers. This state of affairs brings with it a rich form of self-identification, but likely also a decreased need to consider the poetic voice as research per se. The supposedly higher status of the academic researcher is already reached, turning ‘artistic’ work into a welcome escape, rather than something for which that status also and directly needs to be fought. This is e.g. true for W. G. Sebald, who, working at the University of East Anglia, began to write semi-autobiographical fiction with (‘poor’) images also as a liberating response to the Research Assessment Exercise (RAE), which then only considered his German literary scholarship, not his literary translation or (semi-)fictional writing, to be ‘returnable.’

As far as art is concerned, the wholesale incorporation of art academies in UK universities has brought a professionalisation but also a displacement of art history and theory. When art school art history becomes (or is merged with) university art history it tends to cater for art students’ more recent interests, instead of representing the field. Art history, due to the discipline’s German origins, was also not heard for political reasons, despite the field being represented in the English-speaking world by German Jewish emigrants and their institutions, such as the Warburg Institute in London. Aby Warburg’s collected writings were only published in English translation in 1999, and the virtual absence of such inter-weavings of theory and practice—as in his Mnemosyne Atlas, for example—in the hegemonic self-understanding of the discipline during its institutionalising and professionalising process no doubt contributed to artists wishing to take matters into their own hands. This was in the 1980s, with the advent of New Art History, aided by an understanding of (and envy for) work in literature departments being at once more theoretically rigorous and more creative.

Duchamp Effects

The deskilling\(^7\) of artistic practices from Dada and Marcel Duchamp, especially since the inception of Duchamp’s ready-made strategy in 1917, was seriously felt in the education of artists from the 1960s onwards. Conceptual practices in Duchamp’s wake required a re- or up-skilling in historical and theoretical terms: a lingualisation\(^8\) or linguistic turn.\(^9\) This, of course, in addition to opportunities for employment: although representatives of this practice such as Seth Siegelaub proved ingenious in finding modes of selling ideas and their simple representations in written form, teaching positions in ‘de-academicising academies’ proved the most sustainable form of ensuring survival. As a consequence, since the first Colstream Report, in 1960, argued for the intellectualisation of artists’ education (the inclusion of art history in the curricula)\(^10\), generations of UK artists were taught by lecturers whose own work resembled research more than object-making. Artists began to live the lives of trans-disciplinary or supra-disciplinary academics, contributing to conferences, rather than exhibiting (or turning their exhibitions into conferences, such as in the case of performance festivals). Since Harald Szeemann’s *documenta 5*, 1972, exhibitions also became thematic, orienting artists’ activities away from disciplinary allegiance and encouraging transcendence of genres or medium boundaries: artwork and exhibiting became research question-driven.

The high (or low) point of that development saw the introduction of the RAE in the UK, from 1986, in which the staff of the newly university-incorporated art schools had to justify their work in research terms, as predetermined, research-question-driven, documentable, published (e.g. in exhibition-format). More recently, in the renamed Research Excellence Framework (REF from 2014), artistic work has also had to be accounted for as (directly) impactful. The statements required for these exercises necessitated formulating said research

---


10 For a response to this report by a performance artist/educator, Stuart Brisley, see: http://www.stuartbrisley.com/pages/39/60s/Text/Concerning_the_Coldstream_Report____The_existing_Art_Educational_System/page:2, date of access: 17 Sept. 2018.
questions, laying open the state of the discourse, naming peer practices and outcomes. These requirements, determining a large portion of one's institution's government funding, correspond to what is required for the degree of a PhD in any discipline, thus stimulating the demand for that degree on the part of institutions, as well as among the hopefuls for university positions in art practice themselves. Benjamin Buchloh's scathing comments from 1990 on (some) conceptual art as breeding or approximating an aesthetics of administration should be seen before the background of that proliferating situation. Duchamp's legacy or effect in visual art can be understood as encompassing much exciting, intellectually demanding artwork, generations of artist-philosophers emerging, but it has also institutionally contributed to a bureaucratised state of affairs.

When visual artists use words in their re- or up-skilling moves (RAE reports), they (need to) exercise a—similarly flattened and often stereotypical—understanding of text or language as sufficient evidence for elucidating or standing in for ideas, however poetic their language use in their (artistic) practice. For the examples given, we may refer to the stereotypical alignment of the visual with intuition and the word with intellect. As concerns language, writers in their (predictably) more advanced understanding of the capabilities and deficiencies of their tools can choose to be at home in both registers if and when they choose to—and otherwise (as both Joyce and Beckett did) transgress the boundaries towards the visual field, where they seek the deceptively purer means of expression. Visual artists, by contrast, have had to battle more

against an understanding of their domain as the poorer, less intellectually advanced one, hence thus far showing more impetus to frame it as research—and not conform to the old adage that they should paint and not speak.

**Minor Literatures**

Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari have understood what they termed minor literature as deterritorialised (moving a language of power away from its hegemonic, professionalised and bureaucratic space); as a communal enunciation (rather than privileging the single, canonical author); and immediately political.16

Following 1968, Deleuze and Guattari, in their own work, sought to ‘minor’ not just psychoanalysis, but academic writing in general. Their co-authorship and creatively poetic tone in a relatively low register do not make their texts immediately accessible to (my) undergraduates, but academic writing became more creative, more theoretical (i.e. also inherently interdisciplinary) and less ‘academic’ (Michel Serres e.g. considered quotations as a sign of the material remaining undigested by the author).17 With that new generation of thinkers gaining academic positions, academic writing can arguably be said to have adopted elements of artistic research, making it less necessary to establish another new discipline. Cultural Studies, Visual Culture, and Cultural Analysis, in addition to enlightened Literature and Art History departments, enabled scholars from a literary studies background to devote themselves to visual culture also, as e.g. W. J. T. Mitchell and Mieke Bal18 have done: moving between courses and departments devoted to art and literary scholarship – and embracing artists as scholars and PhD candidates also. Moreover, some scholars themselves began to create artworks.19 In Art History this is not so unusual, as the exhibition has long been seen as a mode of dissemination that slowly but

---


17 Michel Serres in a lecture at the University of Utrecht, 3 Sept. 2016.


surely (I mentioned Harald Szeemann) gained creative clout. With the interdisciplinary scholars just named, literature has in fact already bred an artistic research culture avant la lettre.

Elsewhere, I have considered the writings of some visual artists a minor practice: Tacita Dean and Rodney Graham are visual artists who have a longstanding interest in literature—and they write very well. I established their production of fictional texts and books as minor in relation not to literature but visual art, owing to their places of distribution (exhibition): art spaces, not (literary) bookshops and libraries. Writing visual artists are not a new phenomenon, in fact, their proliferation has itself functioned as the basis of another collecting/writing/curating/exhibiting project: The Book Lovers. The fact that such writings and projects are being exhibited and collected by art institutions points to an interesting development, one spawned and furthered by Art Writing Masters courses for visual artists, such as the inaugural one at Goldsmiths College, University of London, led by Maria Fusco. Writing and publishing have turned into media in which visual artists work—and where they wish to learn the skills involved, i.e. creative writing and publishing. Although Dean and Graham themselves do not (wish to) work as Academy teachers, they have given example to a growing group of artists educated under the strictures outlined above, who are – for all intents and purposes – artistic researchers, active in the writing, publication, collection, and/or exhibition of literature.

Another kind of minor literature, where deterritorialisation should be understood as a move into virtual space, or a copy-paste transposition of the text itself, is Conceptual Writing. Some of its practitioners and contributors

---

20 For traditional art historians, an exhibition is still, however, not as legitimate a form of publication (in the Netherlands, the NWO Research Council does not consider them as such). This state of affairs leads curators to pursue artistic research PhDs.

21 Artistic Research has thus found advocates and (traditional) institutional frameworks, usually accepting studies as PhD submissions that provided generic (if interdisciplinary) literature and practice reviews, research questions, peer practice investigations and clarification of an original contribution. Whatever looked like a book (also when it contained documented art or curatorial practice) could be examined as a PhD.


24 The Book Lovers is a collaboration between Joanna Zielinska and David Maroto. They have collected novels by (visual) artists. This considerable collection has been exhibited, e.g. at de Appel in Amsterdam, 2014, and it has found an institutional home at M HKA, Antwerp. See: http://www.thebooklovers.info, date of access: 17 Sept. 2018.
have originated in poetry circles, others studied art and entered Literature departments, such as Kenneth Goldsmith. They motivate their practice as one derived from the Duchampian legacy, and most work in academia (for the reasons mentioned above for other conceptual visual artists). The texts and books produced often identify themselves as non-academic by virtue of a plagiaristic appropriation technique: copying the entirety of a *New York Times* issue (Kenneth Goldsmith), or re-typing Jack Kerouac’s *On the Road* (Simon Morris). This cannot be academic writing and is also not creative writing, as Marjorie Perloff and Kenneth Goldsmith stress through their book titles *Unoriginal Genius* and *Uncreative Writing* respectively. These practitioners are at home in visual art galleries, the internet (*Ubuweb*)—and Fine Art/Visual Culture departments of UK universities. Their academic writing skills—and thus their access as researchers to peer-reviewed journals—are often superior to many of their visual art colleagues, making them particularly useful in the post-disciplinary research environment of the REF. When viewed through these examples, it is incorrect to say that there is no established contribution to artistic research in the field of literature. It is just that what exists has often found a home in the distribution and employment modes of visual art—as a field that is close to non- or supra-disciplinarity and can thus encompass literature in and as artistic research.

**Literature’s (Late) Inclusion in the Artistic Research Debate**

The question of why literature should be included in the artistic research debate—and why now—i.e. whether there are advantages or not; this question

---


28 For a pre-history of these developments see: Michael Glasmeier, ed., *Künstler als Wissenschaftler, Kunsthistoriker und Schriftsteller*. Cologne: Salon Verlag & Edition, 2012. – This state of affairs may also be compared to (analogue) film, which has sought refuge in (or has been swallowed by) museums. Thomas Elsaesser elaborated on this in a lecture series at the Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam, 2016.
is for me intimately connected with another: in how far can one describe literature’s inclusion in this debate as bound up with notions of the minor? Let me in conclusion sketch a few preliminary points, which, I am sure, the publication of this volume will serve to expand.

As the institutionalisation of Duchamp’s legacy has shown, artistic research is an opportunity for creative work to gain value in public discourse by being associated with research, with universities, i.e. with what has for long been understood to be ‘major,’ the realm where a livelihood can be eked out and status procured. However, universities and the centralising but fragile world of publishing—alongside the carrier of research par excellence, the book—have all but lost their major space: economically, politically, and in public life. Instead of attaching itself to something major, I would see the artistic research debate as an opportunity for literature and its practitioners to effect the communal enunciation of an embattled intellectual class, whose pronouncements are now in many countries politically suspect, as they are immediately taken to be political (on the Left). In its deterritorialisation outside of the major, communal enunciation and political immediacy, the artistic research debate has followed the (under-funded, contemporary, and critical elements of the) art sector, and is further expanding into literature. This assumption (conscious or not) of a minor position, I take to be an understandable response, even one of the few potentially viable battle strategies, a call for solidarity among those in the margins.29 Through its ‘belatedness’ (historically not a complimentary category), literature can avoid the early, normative—and according to Hito Steyerl “boring”30—elements of the artistic research debate and graduate immediately to what is interesting today: describing and valuing the diversity of what is being created, without having to police boundaries, recouping the ‘artness’ of this work—and acting on a systemic level.

What do I have in mind when proposing this? As two brief examples, and in concluding, I will consider the Finnegans Wake reading group as shown by Dora García and the oeuvre of multi-disciplinary writer/artist/researcher Brian O’Doherty.

30 A conference on artistic research at dOCUMENTA (13), 2012, was situated within the (art/research/installation) space of Dora García’s The Klau Mich Show. García established the space originally for a theatre performance that included psychiatric patients. Through the discussions here artistic research debates turned away from normative approaches. Hito Steyerl spoke of how boring she found such normative definitions (which would, of course, have to be undone by the very next project).
Reading groups of Joyce’s *Finnegans Wake* take place the world over, but their status is unlikely to be one of credit-bearing university courses. Despite conjuring and generating academic learning to a high degree, they take place in the margins. Having participated in the one at the James Joyce Foundation in Zurich, I likened the *Wake* reading group to formats within contemporary art (then called relational aesthetics, now social practice). It is to be situated within the force field of literature, art, and research, or, for our current purposes: literary artistic research. In 2013, Dora García, who had already invited Joyce scholars for what I would call FIU-like discursive contributions to the Venice Biennial, documented the Zurich *Wake* reading group in a film, *The Joycean Society*. García is directly inspired by Deleuze’s and Guattari’s work, precisely their anti-psychiatry stance but also minor literature. The fact that marginal (artistic) research should be so exciting, so ripe for both artistic and scholarly work today, allows one to reflect on the current character of (academic) institutions and the current shifts in disciplinary relations with which I began my discussion.

---


Brian O’Doherty’s medical and perception theoretical research gave him undoubted research credentials early on. He then became a TV presenter on art and a programme director at the National Endowment of the Arts (NEA, which is now awaiting closure). A Booker-prize shortlisted writer of (historical) fiction, he has published on art (inaugurating institutional critique through *Inside the White Cube*) and has created visual art since his student days (choosing for it the pseudonym Patrick Ireland as an activist response against the Bloody Sunday massacre, Derry, 1972). His editorial work includes *Aspen 5+6* (1967), for which he commissioned The Death of the Author from Roland Barthes. The arguably ‘literary research’ activity of commissioning, compiling and editing texts, of including interviews, films, etc. in a white box, has been established as an inaugural moment (an ‘exposition’) of artistic research.33 *Aspen* can also be understood as one of the first conceptual art exhibitions.

Indeed, O'Doherty’s multi-disciplinary practice constitutes a particular Duchampian legacy, as he ‘portrayed’ his friend Duchamp using an electrocardiogram: the mute, ‘uncreative’ artist of the 1960s thus still created form and evidenced that there could be no concept or thought without a body’s beating...

---

heart. Most importantly here, O'Doherty proved Benjamin Buchloh wrong (at least differentiated his views, or even answered to his hopes) well before the essay on the bureaucratic aesthetic of conceptual art was written: through O'Doherty's (a conceptual artist's) deliberately bureaucratic investment (in the NEA), he rendered (not just his own) conceptual art as systemically thinking, researching, and acting, rather than sterile and bureaucratic. Brian O'Doherty has used art where literature or research were expected, and vice versa.

He lets the symbolic, creative domain operate in real-world contexts – and he also brought real-world concerns (the art market) into our conscience as operational in art spaces, both literal and discursive. To enter literature in the artistic research domain is thus not ‘progress,’ it is an invitation to join in minor, de-modern, strategic, holistic, and systemic work. As such, the development we are charting is hopefully (albeit likely paradoxically) efficacious: like art, literature, and research—each in the others’ spaces.
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